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Abstract

The shrink-fit connection undergoes fretting fatigue at the edge of the contact, where both stress concentration

and micro-slip take place. A fretting test set-up with a round-shaped specimen is proposed that eliminates lateral

edge contact and misalignment, and is also appropriate for deep rolling. Comparative experiments showed a

notable strength improvement, induced by deep rolling, along with the beneficial effect of friction reduction due

to lubrication. Multiple cracks with clear shallow paths were evident after SEM observation, thus the maxi-

mum shear stress amplitude was assumed as a correlating parameter, while the crack arrest was inappropriate

especially for deep rolled specimens.
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Nomenclature

SIF Stress Intensity Factor.

FE Finite Element (model).

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope.

KT Kitagawa-Takahashi (diagram).

CoF Coefficient of Friction.

f CoF value.

Ra Surface average roughness.

σa Bending stress amplitude.

Nf Number of cycles to failure.

E Young’s modulus.

ν Poisson’s ratio.

σi j Stress components for the singularity problem.

r Radial coordinate for stress singularities.

m Order of singularity.

p Pressure distribution at the fretting interface.

s Shear traction at the fretting interface.

R Fatigue load cycle ratio.

KI,KII Mode I and mode II SIFs.

ΔKI,p Positive (or tensile) part of the mode I SIF range.

ΔKII Mode II SIF range.

α Crack direction angle, also used for critical plane orientation.

ΔKth,−1 Threshold SIF range, R =−1.

Δσ−1 Fatigue limit (or fatigue endurance) stress range, R =−1.

L El Haddad length evaluated for R =−1.
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ΔKth,0 Threshold SIF range, R = 0.

ΔKth,0,Asy Short crack threshold SIF range, asymptotic model, R = 0.

ΔKth,0,EH Short crack threshold SIF range, El Haddad model, R = 0.

τa Shear stress amplitude.

σn,max Maximum normal stress.

σn,min Minimum normal stress.

σn,a Normal stress amplitude.

κ,λ Multiaxial fatigue material parameters.

κi,λi Multiaxial parameters obtained by combining different load ratios.

τa,eq Equivalent multiaxial fatigue shear stress amplitude.

η Multiaxial criterion assessment stress ratio.
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1. Introduction

Mechanical components with a highly loaded contact and local micro-slippage can undergo fretting fatigue.

Examples of fretting fatigue include the dovetail interface of turbomachinery [1, 2, 3, 4] and the shrink-fit

(tubular or cylindrical) connection [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Fretting testing is essential in designing admissible

loads and also to validate different modelling approaches. Experimental fretting tests can be classified into: (1)

full or small scale replication of the actual fretting configuration, as experienced by the in-service component,

and (2) idealized test layout where the contact is accurately controlled [12, 13]. Examples of component testing

have been presented by Golden et al. [4, 14] regarding the dovetail interface, by Bertini et al. [9] and Alfredsson

[10] regarding shrink-fit connection, and Azevedo et al. [15] regarding cable clamping, as well as others for

different applications. Controlled contact fretting tests are well summarized in Hills and Nowell [12], and the

usual layout is the “bridge” type with a two sided contact pad. Many examples of this kind of testing have been

reported in the literature, such as the books by Attia and Waterhouse [16], Hoeppner et al. [17] and Mutoh et al.

[18]. The main limitation of bridge type testing is that the displacement can never be the same on the two sides

of the contact pad, thus leading to dissimilar fretting configurations, though nominally equal [12]. This problem

can be solved after fixing one side of the contact bridge to the rigid part of the testing frame. This solution has

been reported by McVeigh et al. [1], Rossino et al. [19], Araújo et al. [20], Lykins et al. [21, 22], Szolwinski

and Farris [23], and others. The contact configuration of bridge type testing may be Hertzian, cylindrical to flat

[24, 25, 23], or even sphere to flat [26], while sharp complete contacts without rounded corners have recently

been proposed by Hojjati-Talemi et al. [27], Giner et al. [28] and Noraphaiphipaksa et al. [29]. Although the

“flat and rounded” contact is common for dovetail joints, only a few examples are available in the literature, such

as McVeigh [1] et al. and Namjoshi et al. [30]. Despite the simplicity of bridge testing, two further problems

need to be considered: the lateral edge contact and the tilt. The lateral edge contact effect was investigated by

Kim and Mall [31], who correctly analysed plane strain at the centre and plane stress at the sides. Of these

two cases, the plane stress should be the less critical provided that a precise lateral alignment is ensured, which

otherwise would load to an edge stress singularity. A potential solution was proposed by Liu and Hill [32]

who introduced rounded lateral edges which led to a non-singular boundary stress distribution. Preventing any

angle misalignment between the specimen and the pad also needs to be considered. This issue can induce a

non uniform pressure along the transversal direction, as shown by Kim and Mall [31] and also discussed by

Wittkowsky et al. [26]. In addition, the flat either rounded or not rounded contact, may tilt during the load cycle,

thus producing a non-optimal contact fluctuation [33]. The fretting test layout proposed in this paper is based

on a round geometry with a small conical angle, for shrink-fitting, and loaded by cyclic bending. This contact
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configuration does not involve an edge effect nor misalignment, however, the bending causes a contact pressure

oscillation during the load cycle (resembling the tilting issue) but thoroughly taken into account by means of

a finite element model. This testing layout is both aimed at an accurate contact load configuration, and also

reproduces a shrink-fit connection, thus the obtained results can even be rescaled to actual components.

The modelling approaches to fretting fatigue are summarized by Nowell et al. [34], Hills et al. [35] and are:

analogies either with crack or notch, Ciavarella [36, 37, 38] and Naboulsi [39]; asymptotic approaches both for

complete and incomplete contacts, Dini, Nowell, Hills et al. [34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43]; short crack arrest on the

Kitagawa-Takahashi (KT) diagram, Araújo et al. [19, 20, 44] and Vallelano et al. [45]; and finally a multiaxial

fatigue critical plane approach, usually associated with a material size in order to incorporate the gradient effect,

Araújo et al. [19, 20, 46]. Of these approaches, crack arrest implicitly assumes that fretting is a tensile driven

fatigue mechanism, indeed the reference threshold Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) is according to the mode I, which

is the opening mode. The aim of the present paper is to show comparative results and assess the effect of the deep

rolling surface treatment, which induces highly compressive residual stresses. As shown later, the crack opening

is completely prevented, after deep rolling, thus the crack arrest criterion is questionable for these fretting tests

since the first stage of fatigue propagation is no longer driven by mode I loading. A multiaxial fatigue critical

plane approach, based on the shear stress amplitude, is expected to be more suitable. The consistency of the

predictive model can also be tested on the basis of the crack propagation direction, especially by taking into

account the early stages of the crack. The initial crack orientation in fretting fatigue is broadly discussed in

the literature. The papers by Lamacq and Dubourg [17, 47] distinguished type I and type II cracks as initially

shallow, rather than almost perpendicular to the surface, and they were clearly attributed to shear and normal

tensile stresses, respectively. The vertical orientation of the initial crack, without a shallow preliminary stage

(type II) was observed by Giner et al. [28], Muñoz et al. [24] and also Mutoh et al. [17, 18, 48] who supported

the maximum tangential stress criterion, for identifying the direction, even at the very early stage of the crack.

In contrast, the present paper shows very shallow cracks with the shear playing a predominant role with respect

to the tensile stress.

The present paper includes both experimental and modelling topics. Initially, a new design test geometry is

outlined, which is dedicated to the shrink-fit application, either featuring flat and rounded contact or possibly

with sharp complete contact. Next, the effects of lubrication and the deep rolling on improving the fretting

fatigue strength are investigated. Finally, the modelling of the nucleation process is reported, comparing and

discussing various approaches where SEM investigation has been essential for identifying the initial orientation

of the crack.
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2. Experimental activity

2.1. Fretting fatigue test setup

The proposed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The two fretting parts are the shaft, which is the specimen,

and the hub, which plays the role of the fretting pad. As in the configuration proposed by Juoksukangas et al.

[49], the cyclic bulk stress was generated by bending instead of axial loading. The bending load was generated

by a hydraulic actuator and was fully reversed for all the tests performed. The rear flat surface of the hub was

bolted to the mounting parts of the testing frame, and a cantilever scheme was thus obtained. The working

frequency of the test was 10 Hz and it was basically limited by the relatively large stroke due to the cantilever

compliance. By checking the two extreme values of the actuator displacement, approaching the end of the test,

it was possible to identify which side the crack had been propagated to (Fig. 1). The remaining ligament was

finally broken after having stopped the test. The recorded number of cycles to failure includes both nucleation

and propagation up to a crack size of approximately half the specimen cross section.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the usual configuration with a flat specimen and a lateral contact pad can

undergo an edge effect and misalignments. The round shape however, has no edge and mount tilting is prevented

by the cylindrical mating of the contacting surfaces. Another advantage of the axisymmetric shape was the easy

application of the deep rolling treatment on the shaft specimen. The small conical angle of the two mating parts

means that the contact pressure preload can be fine tuned with an adjusting nut which was wrenched during

the shrink-fit operation. In principle, the hub acts as a bridge pad, constrained on one side, hence the contact

edge of the other side is the fretting point. This is referred to as the “hot-spot”, meaning the tangency point

between the flat and the fillet profile on the hub side and the mating point on the specimen which experiences the

fretting damage. Two strain gages were applied to the two components for load monitoring (Fig. 1). The strain

gage on the hub was aligned according to the hoop direction and controlled the shrink-fit operation. The other

strain gage was applied along the specimen axis and measured the bending load induced by the actuator. This

bending strain gage was at some distance from the fretting hot-spot to prevent any stress concentration effect on

the measurement. The stress at the fretting hot-spot was then easily derived by considering the cantilever beam

bending distribution. The force produced by the actuator, and measured by a load cell at the actuator head, was

in agreement with the bending strain gage reading. Of the two measures, the strain gage was assumed to be more

accurate since it was not affected by any dynamic issue which, on the other hand, affect the actuator load cell.

The fretting edge was manufactured with a 2 mm fillet radius. To date, no test has been performed with a sharp

edge, however, this interesting fretting case could obviously also be tested with the proposed setup. The shaft

specimens were manufactured in aluminium alloy 7075-T6, while the hub was in steel. The hub internal surface
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Figure 1: Proposed experimental setup for fretting fatigue on shrink-fit specimens.

was turned, carburized for a notably higher surface hardness than the mating aluminium, and again turned as

finishing to gain a very limited surface roughness and accurate shape. Grinding was avoided because the fillet

geometry was obtained by imposing a continuous machining profile, on a numerical control turning machine,

without dents or other irregularities at the fretting point. The final surface quality was then verified as being

similar to a grinding finishing. The shaft conical section was also fine turned and a similar grinding finishing

was again obtained Ra = 0.6−0.8 μm. This surface roughness was also significantly reduced (approximately by

a factor of five) after the deep rolling treatment.

2.2. Deep rolling

It is well known that fatigue strength is improved by mechanical treatments that induce surface hardening and

residual stresses. Shot peening is the most widely investigated. For example, Benedetti et al. [50] show the

enhancement effect produced on the aluminium alloy 7075-T651. Similarly, deep rolling introduces a compres-

sive treatment on the surface, and in the literature fatigue improvement particularly concerns the low plasticity

burnishing with the ball type indenter; for example the paper by Prevéy and Cammett on 7075-T6 alloy [51].

Fretting fatigue improvement with shot peened and deep rolling was reported by Majzoobi et al. [52, 53, 54]

where a dedicated equipment was used for the rolling of the specimens. Santus et al. [55] recently investigated

a conical indenter that can be used both on milling and turning machines, and the parametric dependences of the
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residual stress distributions were experimentally obtained. The compressive depth was primarily related to the

rolling force, while the rolling feed had an effect on the surface residual stresses and the work hardening. The

deep rolling for this fretting activity was performed with the same conical and rounded tool, Fig. 2 (a). After

selecting the parameter combination: rolling force 150 N and rolling feed 0.1 mm, the residual stress distribu-

tion of Fig. 2 (b) was obtained, with an optimal trade-off with compressive depth, high compressive stress at

the surface, and non-excessive plastic deformation. The maximum compressive residual stress was found to be

almost as high as the material yield strength, thus producing the highest possible closure effect on a potential

fatigue crack. The compressive depth was a few tenths of a millimetre, thus significantly thicker than a shot

peening, and larger than the “process zone” which can be assumed to be the same size as the material critical

length [56]. Deep rolling also generated a surface finish enhancement, as mentioned above, which may improve

the fretting contact since the actual pressure distribution is evened out, however, only the residual stress effect

was taken into account for predictive modelling.
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Figure 2: (a) Deep rolling of the fretting specimen shaft with a conical and rounded tool. (b) Residual stresses along the principal

directions.

2.3. Test results

The usual strength enhancement solutions for fretting fatigue consist in introducing of a compressive layer and

reducing the coefficient of friction (CoF) [57, 58]. This paper investigates both these solutions. Four series were

tested combining deep rolling and the application of a lubricant at the fretting interface before the shrink-fit.

Fretting S-N curves are reported in Fig. 3 where the amplitude σa refers to the bending stress, evaluated from

the beam theory at the fretting hot-spot. The comparative trends are evident, the deep rolling notably increased

the fretting strength, as did the introduction of the lubricant. The combination of the two solutions: deep rolling

and lubrication, obviously produced the highest strength. These trends are in agreement with the literature
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results, for example Lindley [59] reported similar strength improvements produced by both solid lubrication

and (shot peening) compressive residual stresses. The use of a solid lubricant is recommended for fretting [60],

however, the liquid lubrication was quite effective for the untreated specimens reported here, while producing a

limited effect for deep rolled specimens. Indeed, the durability of the lubricant at the fretting interface may have

been limited due to the higher load experienced by the deep rolled specimens and, consequently the results of

the two series C and D were quite similar. Some of the deep rolled specimens failed at the edge of the rolling

treatment, instead of at the fretting hot-spot (hollow dots of Fig. 3), thus proving that the sensitivity to fretting

had been overcome by deep rolling.
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Figure 3: Fretting fatigue results for the test series combinations of deep rolling and lubrication.

The upper part of Fig. 1 shows the fracture section. Only a single fatigue crack was usually observed, and the

final fracture obtained after advanced propagation. This predominant crack was either on the upper bending

side, or on the lower, indeed the two sides experienced nominally equal stress cycling. Only a few specimens

showed significant propagation on both sides, however, one crack was eventually predominant over the other.

2.4. SEM investigation

The detection of the early stages of the fretting cracks was performed on unbroken specimens (runouts) that were

cut along the bending axial plane, polished, and then examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Fretting cracks are shown in Fig. 4 for all four series. The first evidence was that multiple cracks, rather

than a single predominant crack, were likely to occur especially for the highly loaded C and D series. Crack
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Specimen series A B C D

Slip length, mm 1.5 1.4 5.6 4.5

Slip range, μm 1.1 1.3 8.3 5.9

CoF, f 0.37 0.51 0.51 0.55

Table 1: Deduced values of the coefficient of friction for the test series.

coalescence and branching were also evident on these deep rolled specimens. The material was also abraded for

the C series at the edge contact, while it piled up for non-lubricated B and D series specimens. The direction of

the initial cracking was mainly focused. All the sections reported a pattern with shallow cracks. As previously

mentioned, these observed cracks can be classified as type I [47] however, regarding series A, C and D, further

propagation still remains with a shallow angle for relatively large crack lengths. Only series B showed a slight

direction change approximately at a crack length of 10 μm, still with a very shallow initiation. Subsequently, the

crack propagation became perpendicular to the axis of the specimen for larger crack sizes, in the order of 1 mm,

which is outside the scope of Fig. 4.

2.5. Coefficient of friction

Accurately assessing the CoF is crucial for predicting fretting stresses. The overloading technique, as proposed

in the literature, can be used along with displacement measuring [26, 61, 62]. This kind of testing was not

possible with the present fretting geometry, however, a different technique was used and the steel to aluminium

CoF was found under the specific conditions of lubrication and surface finish. The surfaces of the specimens

were scanned with a profilometer at the end of the test, after disengaging the shaft with the hub. The slippage

length was evaluated from the change in surface morphology (Fig. 5). Finite element (FE) modelling, introduced

below, easily returned the slippage length and this distance was clearly dependent on both the load and the CoF

numerical value f inputted into the model. After tuning f the experimental slip length was matched to the finite

element simulation. The CoF values are reported in Table 1, which also shows the slip range for each specimen

that was used for finding the CoF. As mentioned above, lubrication was most effective for the non deep rolled

series A that experienced lower fretting. On the other hand, similar values were obtained for the deep rolled two

series, approximately f = 0.5. Although the generic steel to aluminium CoF is usually smaller for dry contact

( f = 0.3, Santus et al. [63]) the fretting CoF values were found to be higher, in the range 0.6−0.75, especially

after a significant portion of the fretting life [61]. Furthermore, high fretting CoF is usual with the same material

for the two mating parts, while the contacting metals are different in the present investigation.
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Figure 4: SEM section observations: (a) and (b) w/out deep rolling, A and B series respectively, (c), (d) C series and (e), (f) D series.

3. Numerical analyses

3.1. FE model

The specific geometry of this axisymmetric fretting assembly did not require any cumbersome three-dimensional

FE simulation. The submodelling produced accurate simulations with a limited calculation time. Initially, two
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Figure 5: Three-dimensional profile scan for friction evaluation, specimens from: (a) A series, (b) D series.

independent simulations were performed: the preload with an axisymmetric model, and then the bending with

an axisymmetric harmonic model, Fig. 6. The contact at the fretting interface was imposed as bonded, for the

bending model, in order to keep the analysis linear and have the opportunity to use the axisymmetric harmonic

element type. The submodel boundary was then placed far enough from the hot-spot in a region where the

contact was sticking rather than slipping. The contact interference for the preload simulation was tuned in order

to obtain the same strain gage reading as recorded after the shrink-fit. Similarly, the simulated bending load was

calculated to match the axial strain gage on the shaft. A coarse mesh was sufficient for these two full models.

A submodel was then defined around the position of the fretting hot-spot. This submodel was a plane strain

and multiple refinements around the hot-spot produced a 2 μm mesh which was accurate enough for the high

gradient contact stresses. The displacements produced by the preload and the bending were interpolated at the

lateral sides of the submodel. These displacements were combined and applied to the submodel at different

load steps. The first load step was with a preload only, while the following load steps also included incremental

bending. The bending displacements were added to those produced by the preload after being multiplied by a

fraction ranging from −1 to 1. The single load cycle was divided into 20 load sub-steps, and two bending load

cycles were simulated. The first cycle produced some contact irregularity, while the solution was stable from the

second cycle thereafter.

3.2. Validation of the FE model

Validations of this numerical procedure were provided in idealized contact conditions which could be compared

with just one of the full models. The validation for the shrink-fit load component was obtained with a complete

contact, i.e. without the fillet. Initially, the power of singularity was deduced according to Churchman et

al. [64] and the singularity was found for the half-plane (aluminium E = 71.5 GPa,ν = 0.33) in contact with

square wedge (steel E = 205 GPa,ν = 0.3) and for different CoF values, Fig. 7 (a). The aluminium-steel

elastic parameter combination was found to be in agreement with type A materials according to Churchman’s
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definition. Thus, as intuitively suggested, if the wedge slips away from the corner, the order of singularity is

weaker, while if it slips towards the corner, the stress singularity is exacerbated. According to the present bending

loading scheme, the weaker singularity takes place during the tensile half cycle, while the stronger singularity

happens during the compressive half cycle. Frictionless contact was modelled for this first validation. The stress

singularity with f = 0 was retrieved both with a full model and with the submodel featuring a sharp edge contact.

The validation was considered successful since the singularity intensities, obtained from the two models, were

very similar, Fig. 7 (b). The bending component was then tested under the condition of “infinite” CoF and

fillet geometry. Again, the same load was applied to a comparative full model and to the proposed submodel

with bonded contact and without any preload. Having reintroduced the contact fillet, and after using the same

material for this specific validation case, the local contact edge was crack-like and the square root singularity was

expected and obtained, Fig. 8. An accurate match between the submodel and the full reference model was again

obtained regarding the singularity stress intensity factor, which was a KII for this case. These two validations,

though under specific hypotheses, confirmed the validity of the procedure for both the preload and the bending

components.

3.3. Flat and rounded contact stresses

The flat and rounded contact problem can be viewed as the merging of the “inner” and the “outer” (or Hertzian)

asymptotes, which define the pressure and the friction traction distributions at the edge of the contact [34, 35,
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40, 42, 65, 66, 67]. Figure 9 shows the numerical results, pressure and shear traction, of the contact near the

hot-spot. The high gradient of both the inner and the Hertz asymptotes, along with the vertical derivative of

the distribution at the curvature change [68], were well reproduced with the finite element model resolution

provided. The contact stresses at the load times 1,2,3 are shown in Figure 6. The initial application of the

shrink-fit implies a reversed distribution of the shear. Cyclic bending then generates a slip zone that extends

significantly into the flat contact (though not full slip). Therefore, the shear traction around the fretting hot-spot

equals the contact pressure times the coefficient of friction. The sign of the shear traction was (conventionally)

consistent with the sign of f in Fig. 7 (a): positive for the tensile half cycle and negative for the compressive half

cycle. As evident from the graph in Fig. 9, the pressure distribution experiences a cyclic fluctuation. The main

reason is the rigidity of the external hub coupled with the aforementioned singularity sensitivity to the friction
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traction direction. During the tensile portion the pressure decreases, while it increases during the compressive

half cycle. The shear traction reverses from tensile to compressive and also experiences the same fluctuation.
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Figure 9: Pressure and shear traction distributions at the fretting cycle time points.

3.4. SIF calculation

The weight function technique was used for calculating the SIFs of the fretting fatigue cracks emanating from the

hot-spot. Similar approaches have been followed by Kimura and Sato [69] for the complete contact and Navarro

et al. [70] for the Hertzian contact. Beghini et al. [71] proposed a complete weight function formulation for a

surface crack, under plane strain and remote boundaries, with a generic crack angle. Though not visible in Fig.

4, the observed fretting cracks featured a strong aspect ratio, i.e. the depth was significantly smaller than the

width, thus the plane strain crack configuration was assumed to be accurate. The two plane SIFs, KI,KII, were

obtained as the integration of the normal and shear stresses along the crack line, after having evaluated these

stresses without the crack (i.e. the “nominal” stresses). The surface position of the crack line was considered at

the point on the specimen side coincident with the flat and rounded tangency on the hub side at the most tensile

load history step during the bending cycle. As the crack is at a certain angle, a coupled integration was required.

When the crack is not perpendicular to the surface, the normal stress affected both mode I and mode II SIFs and,

similarly, the shear stress also had an effect on both the two SIFs. The angle for accurate SIF calculation was

in the range of −75◦ to 75◦ [71] (where the zero angle is the direction perpendicular to the surface line), thus

even quite shallow cracks can be considered. Recently, Beghini and Santus [72] applied this weight function

formulation to the rolling contact fatigue problem. Similarly, the face contact pressure had to be introduced in

the calculation if the crack experienced closure. When the output of the first calculation was negative, KI < 0,

the crack face contact distribution was assumed to be proportional to the nominal normal stress. A scaling factor

was calculated in order to have KI = 0, and then KII was recalculated. This technique was validated for the
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Hertzian rolling contact, with slip, thus including the surface shear traction, with different crack angles. The

occurrence of the crack face contact is assumed here to coincide with the condition where KI ≤ 0. The crack

opening displacement can actually be negative at some point along the crack line (then face contact follows)

even for a slightly positive mode I SIF, especially when superimposed to a non-zero mode II loading. However,

this effect was not considered in the present analysis since the modelled cracks are only short, thus the entity

of the face displacement induced by the load is limited. The weight function technique is also effective for

incorporating a residual stress distribution. Based on the superimposition principle, the nominal stresses can be

initially calculated with a residual stress free FE model, then the actual residual stress distribution, Fig. 2 (b),

can simply be added to the nominal stresses. The fast numerical calculation of the weight function meant that

a complete analysis could be made by considering the crack growth evolution along any angle direction either

with or without the residual stresses for all the experimental test series.

4. Fretting fatigue prediction

4.1. Fretting crack initiation direction

Observing the direction of the crack is the first step in identifying predictive stress parameters. The experimental

evidence reported in Fig. 4 only showed shallow (type I) cracks. These cracks are assumed to be driven by the

cyclic shear amplitude, while almost perpendicular (type II) cracks are driven by the normal stress amplitude,

without any preliminarily shear based shallow initiation, at least not visible at the micron scale resolution of the

SEM [28, 47, 48]. The angle definition followed here is reported in Fig. 10 (a) where the pad position is assumed

to be on the left-hand side, the zero angle is for the direction perpendicular to the surface, and the positive sign

is counter-clockwise. According to this conventional definition, experimentally observed shallow cracks were at

approximately α =−70◦. The same angle definition was also used for the critical plane orientation, introduced

and discussed below, Fig. 10 (b).

Crack init.

direction (counter-clockwise)

Aluminium alloy

Steel

/ 2L

Aluminium alloy

Steel

n

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Angular definition, zero for the perpendicular direction and positive counter-clockwise, both for the crack initiation direction

(a) and for the critical plane (b).

The initiation crack direction is assessed on the basis of the local stress state during the loading cycle. However,
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the multiaxial stress distribution is not evaluated at the surface, especially for the singular complete contact.

Usually, the short to long transition crack size on the KT diagram, i.e. the El Haddad length (or Critical Distance)

L is considered as an effective size of the process zone, under any fatigue loading, and also for the fretting fatigue

[28, 48, 73]. This material length is obtained from the combination of the long crack threshold stress intensity

factor range ΔKth,−1 and the axial fatigue limit Δσ−1 or more specifically, the fatigue endurance for aluminium

alloys, both evaluated at the load ratio R =−1, Eq. 1:

L =
1

π

(
ΔKth,−1

Δσ−1

)2

(1)

The value L = 45 μm for 7075-T6 alloy was derived from the literature [74], and the stress components for

predicting the crack initial direction, and also for the fatigue strength assessment, were evaluated at L/2 depth

according to the Point Method [20, 46], Fig. 10 (b). The shear stress amplitude τa, the normal maximum stress

σn,max and the normal stress amplitude σn,a were calculated for any α angle ranging from −90◦ to 90◦ with 1◦

resolution. These stress components for the A series (without deep rolling) and the D series (with deep rolling)

are reported in Fig. 11. B and C series are not reported as the trends were quite similar to A and D respectively.
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Figure 11: Stress component dependencies on the angle: A series without residual stresses (a), and D series with residual stresses (b).

Giner et al. [28] and Faanes et al. [75] noted that if the maximum shear stress amplitude criterion is followed,

due to the stress tensor symmetry, there are two potential directions spaced by an angle of 90◦ experiencing the

same shear stress amplitude. This periodicity of 90◦ is evident in Fig. 11, and the two maxima has been found

one at a very shallow direction toward the pad, at approximately −70◦, and the other opposite to the pad and not

shallow, at approximately 20◦. Since the maximum and minimum values of the normal stress amplitude were

almost “out-of-phase” with respect to the shear amplitude, Fig. 11, the two maximum shear planes experienced

very similar normal stress amplitudes. Therefore, the crack initiation direction should be identified by the normal
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stress σn,max which was quite different between the two maximum shear amplitude planes. The series without

residual stresses provided the highest maximum normal stress (tensile) for the positive angle α = 20◦, while the

experimental evidence of the crack was clearly along the other maximum shear amplitude direction. In contrast,

the deep rolled series showed the highest maximum normal stress (still compressive) for the negative angle. The

introduction of compressive residual stresses, with a principal direction parallel to the surface, introduced the

highest contribution near α = 0◦ and a vanishingly small effect near α = 90◦ and α =−90◦. It would seem that

the shear amplitude and the normal stress can be effective as initiation criterion for the deep rolled series, but

inconsistent for untreated specimens, at least for the present fretting tests.

The SIF ranges were evaluated for potential cracks emanating from the hot-spot with a straight path along

different angular directions. Dimensionless SIF ranges are reported for the A series for the two maximum shear

stress directions α =−20◦,α = 70◦, Fig. 12. The small crack threshold was evaluated both with the asymptotic

model and with the El Haddad equation [43]. The long crack threshold considered ΔKth,0 = 2.2 MPa
√

m [76]

was for R= 0, which was then compared to the positive portion of the KI cycle (referred to as ΔKI,p). It is evident

that the positive part of the mode I load cycle is not zero only for the positive angle, while the crack remains

closed for the shallow crack path. A mode I based criterion for crack initiation again is not consistent, indeed

the opposite direction would be identified. It could be conjectured that the mode I SIF has no role in driving

the crack at least for the initiation stage. Conversely, ΔKII was found to be higher for the shallow direction

than for the positive angle direction, at least for crack sizes comparable to the critical crack length, Fig. 12.

The higher ΔKII for the negative angle is due to the coupling effects of the stress components and also to the

crack face contact introduced for α < 0. If the mode II SIF were related to the shear stress only, these two

directions would experience similar ΔKII since they are loaded by the same maximum shear stress amplitude.

The deep rolled series always reported ΔKI,p = 0, because of the intensively compressive residual stresses, for

any direction of the crack emanating from the hot-spot. As with the untreated series, it was found that ΔKII

was higher for the shallow direction. It can be concluded that neither the normal stress nor the mode I SIF are

important for identifying the direction of the crack initiation, while the shear stress amplitude along with the

mode II SIF range allowed a correct crack angle prediction, both for the untreated and for the deep rolled series.

However, this inference should not be considered as general for any fretting contact. The crack paths reported by

other researchers usually follow the type II scheme, without the initial shallow path, hence driven by the normal

stresses. This particular fretting case can be attributed to the pressure fluctuation. As shown in Fig. 9, the tensile

portion of the load cycle is less pronounced than the compressive portion. Under these conditions, the role of

the normal stresses is not predominant compared to the shear stresses, which are mainly induced by the friction
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traction during the compressive half cycle.
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Figure 12: SIF range dependencies on the crack size regarding the A series for maximum shear amplitude directions, α = 20◦ and

α =−70◦.

4.2. Multiaxial fatigue stress prediction

The availability of the stress distributions, the material properties, and also the direction of the crack initiation,

should provide a solid background for predicting the fretting fatigue strength. However, fretting is well known to

have particular features such as the stress triaxiality (though a local plane strain can reasonable be assumed), as

well as stress non proportionality, stress gradient, friction alteration, and micro-wear and plasticity, all of which

that can significantly impair the local actual geometry [77, 78]. As reported in the Introduction, crack arrest

and critical plane multiaxial fatigue criterion are some of the most promising approaches [20]. Crack arrest is

based on the opening mode I, indeed the fatigue limit is predicted when the small crack threshold and ΔKI are

equal for a critical length crack size. Figure 12 reports this condition for test series A, however, this criterion

is not effective for the specific fretting tests reported in this paper. The direction of the crack should follow

(even approximately) the path angle for which ΔKI,p is maximum, or at least positive, while the experimentally

observed crack has a 90◦ misaligned orientation as previously discussed. In addition, the deep rolled specimens

always experienced closed cracks, indeed KI was calculated as negative, for any crack angle, after including the

deep and highly compressive residual stresses. A critical plane criterion was assumed to be more promising for

this set of tests as it is based on the shear stress amplitude rather than mode I crack opening. Different multiaxial

fatigue parameters could be considered, both shear based and normal stress based [79]. A combination of the

shear stress amplitude τa and the maximum normal stress σn,max, according to the Modified Wöhler Curve

Method, was recently proposed and applied to fretting, Eq. 2 [19, 20, 46]:

τa,eq = τa +κ
σn,max

τa
(2)
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This equivalent shear stress parameter should then be compared to the torsional fatigue limit λ , and finally an

assessment stress ratio can be defined:

η = λ/τa,eq (3)

Fatigue tests were performed on plain specimens extracted from the same aluminium bars as the fretting shafts,

and with the same axial load orientation. Besides the usual load ratio R = −1, compressive cycles were also

tested, Fig. 13, in order to have a material data spectrum more consistent with the compressive fretting load

cycles, especially for the deep rolled series.
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Figure 13: Fatigue results on plain specimens with compressive preponderance load ratios.

After considering these experimental results the κ,λ material properties were derived according to equations

reported by Rossino et. al. [19] which combine the reference load ratio R = −1 with any other different load

ratio. The κ,λ parameters were slightly different for combinations with various R, more specifically the two

values were both higher for a more compressive combining load ratio, Tab. 2.

Table 2: Multiaxial fatigue parameters κ ,λ as estimated with different load ratio combinations.

R =−1 & R = 0 (tensile) 1 κ1 = 12 MPa,λ1 = 78 MPa

R =−1 & R =−0.5 (compressive) κ2 = 54 MPa,λ2 = 120 MPa

R =−1 & R =−0.25 (compressive) κ3 = 64 MPa,λ3 = 130 MPa

The material critical distance at R = −1 was assumed as L = 45 μm according to the literature as reported

above. However, if Eq. 1 is applied with the long crack threshold ΔKth,−1 = 4.0 MPa
√

m [76] and the R = −1

fatigue limit amplitude reported in Fig. 13, a slightly larger El Haddad length follows: L = 74 μm. Another

uncertainty is the angular α to be considered for series A and B for which the crack direction did not match

the most detrimental σn,max of the two maximum τa orientations. This was not the case for the two deep rolled

1The R = 0 tensile fatigue limit was estimated by the Goodman model.
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series for which the shallow crack angle was in agreement with the worst stress combination, as discussed

above. The uncertainties regarding the angular orientation for the untreated series A and B, the actual value

of the material length L, and the material parameters κ ,λ are all included in the results reported in Table 3.

The fretting fatigue assessment can be considered as satisfactory given that the η values obtained are near to

unity. However, the main concern regards the discrimination between untreated vs. deep rolled series. If the

maximum τa angle in agreement with the crack observation is chosen (the first column in Table 3), different

κ,λ material parameters should be taken into account, considering the different compressive predominance,

otherwise the more detrimental shear stress amplitude for the deep rolled series, Fig. 11, is not recovered by

the normal stress which is almost the same for the shallow directions. Alternatively, a reasonable assessment is

again obtained if the most detrimental angle is considered for the A and B series, without taking into account

whether or not it is in agreement the crack direction. Indeed, the second column in Table 3 shows positive α

angles that experienced higher maximum normal stresses for the untreated series A and B, which were then

recovered by the compressive residual stresses for series C and D. Finally, the effect of a larger L implied lower

point method stresses and higher λ ratios. However, this issue was more pertinent for series C and D, for which

a deep compressive region was induced by the treatment.

Table 3: Assessment stress ratio η = λ/τa,eq results after different assumptions.

Series L = 45 μm L = 45 μm L = 74 μm

A η = 0.77 (α =−71◦,κ1λ1) η = 0.67 (α = 19◦,κ2λ2) η = 0.72 (α = 11◦,κ2λ2)

B η = 0.87 (α =−77◦,κ1λ1) η = 0.66 (α = 13◦,κ2λ2) η = 0.72 (α = 11◦,κ2λ2)

C η = 0.96 (α =−70◦,κ3λ3) η = 0.85 (α =−70◦,κ2λ2) η = 1.61 (α =−69◦,κ2λ2)

D η = 0.97 (α =−69◦,κ3λ3) η = 0.85 (α =−69◦,κ2λ2) η = 1.64 (α =−71◦,κ2λ2)

5. Conclusions

The paper proposes a new configuration for fretting fatigue testing featuring a round geometry, which prevents

any misalignment and edge effect, and with fatigue loading applied as bending. This test configuration was used

for a comparative analysis regarding the effects of lubrication and deep rolling treatment. The main conclusions

of this study are:

• The reduced coefficient of friction enhanced the fretting fatigue, especially for the non rolled specimens

that experienced a lower cyclic bending load and consequently lubrication was maintained.

• Deep rolling produced a significant fretting fatigue enhancement in terms of bending load. This strength

increase was attributed to the introduction of the residual stresses, from the modelling point of view, while

other effects also play a role, such as the hardness enhancement and/or the surface finish improvement.
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• A finite element model was implemented and validated, and the stress calculation was solved as three

step plane models, without any cumbersome 3D modelling, obtaining very accurate pressure and shear

distributions.

• SEM observations reported multiple cracks with branching or coalescence in some cases. The early stage

crack direction was always shallow and toward the inside of the contact.

• This shallow direction was in agreement with one direction of maximum shear stress amplitude, however,

untreated specimens had the most detrimental direction toward the outside of the contact.

• The mode II stress intensity factor range enabled the correct initiation direction to be identified, for the

untreated specimens. Indeed, of the two highest shear stress amplitude directions, that aligned with the

actual crack experienced the highest mode II SIF range.

• A multiaxial stress fatigue criterion was applied for both untreated and deep rolled series. Although some

uncertainties regarding the material properties and again the angle to be considered, the assessment ratio

was found to be near unity.

• The crack arrest was not considered to be adequate for this specific testing configuration, where the shear

stress amplitude was more predominant than the tensile load. This was due to the deep rolling compressive

stresses or, for the untreated specimens, to the pressure fluctuation during the bending cycle. This would

seem to be a drawback of the proposed test setup, however, it offers a specific fretting configuration that

is usual for the shrink-fit shafts and tubular connections.
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